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 “You Idiot! You Fool! You Imbecile! This is what you decided to bring to the 
Tournament brother!” A harsh voice snaps loudly. 

 “Whatever do you mean sweet sister?” A sultry voice muses in a reply.  

“You’ve brought a wicked child, a disinterested sniper, a thief, a lost clansman, a doomed 
prince, and a failed guardian! What a pitiful sight. They won’t last!”  

“We shall see sister. Hehe, we shall see.”  

Orphelium a city illuminated by neon lights. It glowing spires pierce the heavens above 
as its denizens live in what seems like a constant state of revelry and pleasure. In an alleyway 
between two massive shining steel spires that pulse different colours a silvery portal splits open 
and the newly formed team of Max, Silvian, Doggett, Lang, Zenion, and Wolfy walk through. 
They gasp and instantly see the clothes they had been wearing have changed. Max had kept his 
camo pants but his normal green hoodie and turned into a jacket allowing his abs to be seen. 
Silvian whom had once been wearing robes has now a pink v-neck shirt and green pants on with 
a pink fedora on his head. Doggett before he went through the portal was wearing navy pants, a 
black t- shirt and a brown coat now he was fitted out with a white suit and pants while on his 
head he was sporting his own white fedora with black rim. Lang had been wearing his traveling 
gi was now wearing black jeans and a red open jacket. Zenion had originally been wearing black 
robes was now wearing a cyan shirt and black pants while Wolfy’s attire had stayed the same. 
Everyone looked at one another with shock and confusion looking over themselves to make sure 
nothing else was changed. Wolfy peers forward seeing the hustle and bustle of the night life of 
the city. Cars driving in and out of sight honking furiously at the drivers ahead of them. The 
portal slowly closes behind them and the remaining silver magic that had brought them their 
floats past them and coalesces into a piece of paper with writing on it. Wolfy reaches out and 
grab the paper and begins to read aloud so that everyone can hear.  

“If you’re reading this excellent, that means you made it through the portal unscathed. 
Consider your first test a pass. Now onto business, your test in this world is pretty simple survive 
the night the new portal will open up in front of a club called the Horizon. All of you must go 
through the portal if one of you stays or dies well you all die. Good luck and don’t have too 
much fun. Signed Kerenos.” As the last of the notes words leave Wolfy’s lips the piece of paper 
slowly vanishes into nothingness and he turns to his team. “Well we have our directions.” He 
said calmly. Silvian looks at everyone’s new wardrobe and asks somewhat annoyed. “I don’t 
mind the new set of clothes, but why?” Zenion looks around their new surroundings and quickly 
replies. 

“Probably because it would look strange to see a group of fully armed furs strolling down 
street I guess this is Kerenos’s form of helping us. At any rate we should go and find this Club 
Horizon and quickly.” Everyone nods in agreement and slowly begins moving out of the 
alleyway onto the street. This city was nothing like they had ever seen. Every skyscraper pulses 
and glows different colour as each one of them felt at the same time a beat in their heart. Again 
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and again as if this very city had its own base beat to it. The neon lights strobed in a specific 
pattern as if this entire city was alive and filled with music. Everyone heard the sounds of 
laughter and revelry it felt magical. They felt like they were being taken by a symphony. As they 
walk down the street no other fur took any notice of them. They seemed not to care that a group 
of furs armed to the teeth were gracing their city. They seemed more occupied listening to their 
music and dancing with one another. Max and Zen looked at one another feeling a bit strange. 
Something was off about this city everyone was too joyful and this beat. This beat in their chest 
wouldn’t stop. Max looks up and sees a group of revellers and they didn’t appear to take shape 
until he looked at them directly as if they were aqueous and smoky. Max shook his head and 
turned to Zenion who wasn’t getting taken into the sights and sounds of the city as much and 
asks.  

“How did the three of you meet in that forest world?” Zenion shakes his head trying to 
get the sound out of his ears and replies. “Well like you three we woke up in that forest. I awoke 
on a rock in the middle of the river. I looked around to find out where I was and I heard fighting 
coming from the forest before me. I flew over and saw Lang locked in a fight with one of those 
beasts. He killed it with a lightning punch. We decided to team up and travel together through 
the forest. Eventually we found Silvian who also had a run in with a group of beasts. We 
concluded that it was safer to travel in a group. We followed a trail down the river and ran into 
your three. The rest is history.”  

As Max and Zenion continue to converse everyone else was getting swept up into the 
sights and sounds of Orphelium. Wolfy closes his eyes and breathes out an elated sigh as he 
looks at the flashing skyscraper and the neon lights seem to pulse and flash in beat and rhythm 
with his music in his earbuds. The atmosphere in this is intoxicating as the group was walking 
Zenion began to notice everyone’s walking became rhythmic as if they were dancing. He felt 
compelled to just burst into dance at the music that flowing through system. After a while of 
grooving down the city streets the team found the Club Horizon. The outside of the club had a 
massive line of furs waiting to get in. The building from the outside looked 3 floors high. Its 
massive orange sign strobed out in a rainbow of colours Club Horizon. Standing in front of the 
door to the club were two massive Doberman bouncers. They were muscular and clearly didn’t 
take any shit from anything or anyone. Wolfy reaches into his pocket nonchalantly and feels a 
rough piece of paper. He pulls out a red ticket and reads it. VIP ticket to Club Horizon. He raises 
and eyebrow at this and turn to his team. 

“Hey guys check your pockets. I think we’re expected.” Everyone reaches into their 
pockets and pulls out their tickets. Wolfy slowly approaches the bouncers followed by his team. 
One of the Dobermans turns and growls at them into a bark causing Zenion to flinch for a 
second.  

“You know you just cut in line who do you think you are I’ll throw you through that 
skyscraper!” Wolfy unflinchingly holds up the red ticket in his face. The Doberman quickly 
clears his throat and says stoically. 
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“My apologies, I didn’t know you and your group were VIP.” He clears his throat and 
pushes the door open. “Please come in.” The team slowly makes their way in and entered a 
different world. The base drop almost made them hit the floor when they entered. They entered 
the largest glow stick rave they had ever seen or have been a part of. Hundreds of furs dancing 
and grinding to the music of one DJ. The dance floor was massive and full of hundreds of furs 
jumping and dancing to the hypnotic sounds of the DJ. They were transfixed and also puzzled. 
All they had to do was survive the night and the portal would appear in front of this club. This 
should be simple might as well have some fun. Not forgetting they might be in danger they held 
their weapons close and went deeper into the rave. On the far left wall was a massive table with 
hundreds of different colour glow sticks. The group moves along the wall and gets to the table 
and picks out their personal colours. Wolfy got light orange and green and put it on his wrists. 
Silvian reaches forward and grabs a pink one and a green one. Lang quickly snatches the last red 
one along with purple. Doggett grabs a bright yellow one and green. Max hesitantly takes an 
orange one and light blue while Zenion grabs a yellow and pink one. With everyone getting their 
appropriate rave gear they slowly made their way onto the dance floor. Staying farther to the 
back not wanting to get swept up into the chaotic maelstrom of sexual grinding and hard dancing 
in the centre of the dancefloor. Everyone dances in their own particular style. Max and Zenion 
were the most relaxed trying not to over exert themselves trying to stay alert as much as possible. 
Lang’s dance from an on looker’s perspective looked like he was fighting someone. Moving and 
swaying with the electronic party music like a kata or form from a martial art. Doggett was by 
far the flashiest out of the group with his bright white shirt and pants with complimentary fedora. 
He was moonwalking and spinning in place and hitting almost gravity defying leans and poses. 
Silvian’s dancing was quite technical. Popping and locking to the pulses of the music and then 
with the crescendo of the music quickly changing his style to almost a form of jazz tap or ballet 
kind of form. Wolfy during all of this was jumping in place with his paw in the air letting the 
music take him. Releases all the pressure and stress from his body.  

“Finally.” He thought to himself. “Finally a place I won’t be bored of. Where music is 
sacred and alive, this place is Elysium.” As the night goes on the Dj finally changes his set up 
and the dance floor slowly begins to open up as furs slowly trickle away. Silvian looks forward 
and sees another group of furs standing on the opposite side of the dance floor leering at them. 
He stops moving and looks at them with his glowing green eyes. He looks around and sees the 
other furs forming a circle around both groups.  

“It’s a dance battle. Guys these punks wanna challenge us!” Silvian turns and shouts to 
his team. Everyone stops and looks at the group of wolves all in a similar black shirt and red 
pants. Lang punches his fist and laughs. “They don’t have a prayer.” Doggett snaps his finger 
and points to the Dj and howls out. “Give us some of that good shit!”  

The Dj grins and goes to his computer and a song beings to play. 

“I got this feeling inside my bones.”  
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The team slowly begins to move in formation as if it was rehearsed no one planned this 
they were just following one another. Wolfy, Silvian, and Doggett place their weapons down 
next to Zenion who was mostly staying back out of the battle along with Max.  

“It goes electric baby when I turn it on.” 

Following the worlds of the song Lang moves out in front and his eyes begin to glow 
purple as lighting begins to crack and form around his body. He stomps forward sending it 
toward the wolves making them take step back. Song continues as the team start dancing in 
tandem doing the same blocking following Lang’s form of kata like dance moving toward the 
other group dancing on an array of lightning.   

“I’ve got that sunshine in my pocket, got that good soul in my feet.” 

Zen grins and holds out his paw and forms a tiny ball of fiery energy and sends it over the 
heads of his team making it seem like a spotlight was one them.  

“I feel that hot blood in my body when it drops.” 

Doggett glides on the floor making him the front man and when the song hits the word 
drops he quickly leans forward defying gravity then hopping onto the tips of his toes causing the 
lightning to surge again forward pushing the wolf group back.  

“I can’t take my eyes up off it, moving so phenomenally.” 

Silvian flaps his wings glides around Doggett’s body and spins elegantly along the 
lightning array before dropping into a split then bringing himself up and locks into a pose and 
winks at them as they keep backing up.  

“Room on lock, the way we lock it, so don’t stop.” 

Wolfy uses his neon tails to jump over Lang and lands in front of Silvian making the 
lightning array on the ground get as close as it could to the other group and locks into place and 
grins. The team had complete control of the dancefloor at this point. The song continued, but the 
dance battle was over before it began. While this dance battle was going on Zenion was looking 
it at the other dancers in the room. Every time the song or music style changed he saw a very thin 
yet white bit of energy leaves the mouth. At first he thought it was the fog machines being 
kicked into overdrive or it was smoke from a smoker but it felt wrong. He turns and looks at his 
team and see saw larger white bits of energy leaving their mouths. He sees them travel into the 
DJ’s computer and speakers. He looks down and saw that his friend’s weapons have vanished. 
He grabs Max’s shoulder whom was also sensing something was wrong. The shadowy figures he 
began to see were all around he. He almost jumped at Zen grabbing his shoulder. Zen yells. 

“What’s the time?” Max hurriedly looks at his watch and he gasps. “We have 30 minutes 
left until dawn!” The two foxes look for the rest of their team. They had disappeared into the sea 
of furs and glow sticks. Max turns to Zen and whispers as loud as he could. “This place isn’t 
right; I don’t think these furs are real! If you turn away they turn into shadows and if you look 
back fast enough they reform!” Zenion replies quickly. “I’ve been watching people here as well 
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as us I think the DJ is siphoning energy or something from us. We need to get the guys and get 
out of here!” The two of them look around for their teammates frantically trying to find them in a 
sea of furs. After a few minutes they begin to notice more furs are trying to keep them pinned by 
their bodies. They couldn’t get pinned, they had no choice. Zen turns his pink gaze over to the 
DJ’s set up and he raises his tails up and each one makes a little ball of flame. He spreads his 
blue wings and flies upward and hurls all nine of them at the Dj’s set up. The hooded Dj jumps 
out of way watching his set up burst into flames. The music immediately stops and to the horror 
of Max and Zenion. The massive illusion placed in this city drops. They see their teammates 
dancing in a strange trance surrounded by the dead of past groups and failed adventures. Max 
draws his sword and yells to Zen.  

“Get the guys I’ll deal with this bastard!” He rushes toward the hooded DJ who had just 
staggered to his feet. Zen rushes to Doggett with his paw glowing golden forming a Buddhist 
symbol and places it on his head. Doggett instantly stops dancing and groans loudly as he rubs 
his head. “What happened… WHaa, crap! Where are my guns!?”  

“We’ll find them but first grab everyone else we need to get out of here we’re running 
out of time!” Zen yells and rushes over to Lang.  Doggett nods and goes to grab Silvian. While 
everyone was being free from the hypnotic trance Max was hacking and slashing at the hooded 
DJ that was barely keeping out of the deadly blades way. Finally backed into corner the DJ looks 
left and right franticly as his hood drops. Max jumps over the table and sees a that the Dj was an 
albino mouse with bright scarlet eyes. Max aims his blade at the mouse to strike the death blow 
to the hypnotist. The mouse reaches into his pocket and pulls out his Iphone and turns the music 
onto blast sending a sound wave at Max sending him back into the table. The mouse scurries 
back up to the stage as he turns and sees that the team had regained their senses. He growls and 
flicks through his phone and puts on another song and the dead bodies began to reanimate. 
Doggett yells over to Silvian and Wolfy.  

“I found our weapons!” Silvian and Wolfy rushes over to where their weapons were 
stashed, ironically in the back on about to be thrown away. The three furs rearm and see the 
horde of zombies forming around them. Silvian turns and sees Max jumping onto the stage going 
to slash at the mouse’s arm going to cleave the limb right off. The mouse quickly back pedals 
and uses the Iphone to make the horde turn toward Max as he disappears into his horrors. Silvian 
yells for Max to come back as he impales a zombie feline in the head dropping it instantly.  

“Max we gotta move let’s go we don’t have much time left!” Max spat in annoyance as 
the mouse scurries away. He takes his fury out on the two zombies that had been coming up 
behind him. Silvian holds out his paw and psychically lifts Max over the biting gnawing horde 
that was slowly shambling up the group. Lang turns and his eyes glow again and lightning forms 
into his fist and he punches the door off its hinges sending it hurling into the street. The light of 
the sun slowly hits his fur. He peers out of the club and sees the portal starting to form but it was 
surrounded by the growing horde of death. He growls and punching a few bolts of lightning into 
the crowd killing a few zombies in each bolt before yelling behind him.  
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“Hey! We gotta move!” Silvian finally places Max down and everyone makes their way 
out of the club. The team runs in a box formation putting Doggett and Wolfy in the centre 
allowing them to fire over the heads of their teammates killing the zombies that try to break the 
formation. Like a roman testudo they move closer and closer to the forming portal till finally 
they reach it. At the centre of the street over a man hole. One by one they quickly funnel in 
Silvian and Wolfy keeping the zombies away while their friends rush though. Silvian lunges at a 
zombie that was about to bite Wolfy on his arm.  

“Wolfy you’re next go!” Wolfy nodded and fires his last shot and backpedals toward the 
portal then stops. A single strain of thought flows through his head. The world almost seems to 
slow as he thinks to himself.  

“Should I go. I mean this world is so musically vibrant and alive. We would never be 
bored here. Always something to do always a new feeling and or job. Should I go?” Wolfy pulls 
his eye away from the scope and begins to walk forward until Silvian grabs Wolfy’s wrist and 
telepathically says to him. “Trust me my friend. This isn’t the world you want to live in. That 
paradise we felt. It was an illusion. If you want to never be bored again come through the portal 
and all of us can take you on a journey.” Wolfy nods and Silvian pulls him into a hug and they 
jump into the portal that swiftly closes behind them. 

 

“Hmmm well sweet sister I hope your fears have been extinguished.” 

“They got lucky and they almost ran out of time.”  

“Still theyre keeping it interesting are they not.”  

“They still have another world brother, and that one may tear them apart.”  

“Hehe, well If they make it through that one they will enter the Red Palace with the rest 
of the teams. Let us see if they survive.” 

 

 


